
WHOWEARE?
AtMeltmann sp. z o.o.wemake producing highest quality products,
whichwill meet the expectations of even themost demanding
customers our top priority.

For many years we are the only manufacturer in Poland, who
produces spare parts and other components for Hot Melt adhesive
systems, compatible with leading market solution from companies,
such as: Nordson®, Robatech®, ITWDynatec®,Melton®,Meler®
Inatec® and others.

Moreover we have the biggest stock of spare parts not only in Poland
but in whole Eastern Europe, so you do not have towait for your
order. to be produced. It's alreadywaiting for you at our shelves,
and can be shipped to straight away.

Our company was established in 1994. At the beginning known as
MC sp. z o.o. now rebranded to Meltmann sp. z o.o. Our quality can
be proven by the growing number of companies cooperating with
us, using products not only produced by our engineers and techno-
logists, but specially designed, tailored for their own needs.
That shows how big trust they have in us.

FROMDESIGNTOREALISATION
Beyond our ready to use products,which are an effect of years of
development and tests,we can offer wide range of additional
solutions and services unique in Europe.

Our customer oriented team of engineers and technologists is not
only contantly working on improving our products but also
developing brand new solutions,which are based on the customer’s
individual needs and customized for specific work conditions.

Combination of our team's experience and our modernmachinery
park, equipped in both convectional andmodern CNCmilling
machines, gives us a great advantage over our competitors and puts
us at first place in HotMelt industry, in Eastern Europe.

MORE THAN JUST PARTS
Also complementing our standardized and tailor made components,
we can offer to our customers professional technical consulting and
services such as comprehensive reviews of HotMelt adhesive systems.

Such service, depending on the individual arrangements with our
clients,may contain:
Replacing or regeneration of applicator heads,modules and tanks,
Replacing of filters, heating hoses, nozzles and other elements,
Repairing of broken, burned or damaged elements,
Evaluation of current status of system joints connectors,
Other, individual arrangements services.
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OUROFFER
We provide our clients not only with products from our catalogue of ready to use spare parts, but also we are able to design and
manufacture specific element, based on assumptions and needs of our clients. We are the only company in Eastern Europe,
which can provide such a high quality services.

For the most important products made by our company belongs:

APPLICATION HEADS MODULES

FILTERS

NOZZLES

IN-LINE FILTERS

OTHER PRODUCTS

Hand Glue guns,
Handles for Applicaton Heads and Glue guns,
Heating hoses,
Hydraulic fittings for heating hoses,
Filter screens,
Piston pumps and Gear pumps,
Solenoid valves and control modules
Accessories and consumables materials.

Technical consultancy,
Service and regeneration of Application heads and modules,
Regenerations of tanks with piston pumps and gear pumps,
Repairing of damaged elements,
Periodical inspection of Hot Melt systems,
CNC turning and milling, as well as conventional,
Laser cutting and marking,
Surface grinding.

PUMPS

SERVICES


